PITT QUIZ BOWL

Practice is every Thursday at 8:00 PM, in an "undisclosed location (we should know within a week)"

("Quiz Bowl" means "College Bowl," "Academic Challenge," "Sweet Lovin," etc.)

Joy

- Trips to exciting places like Ithaca, Swarthmore, and DELAWARE
- Finally, a chance to display knowledge of academic trivia
- Occasional pop culture tournaments
- Spending Thursday evenings with dorks of equal magnitude
- Being part of the most badass Quiz Bowl team in the Northeast (seriously, we're cool compared to CMU, Cornell, or Maryland)

...and Pain

- Staying at the Alpine Motor Lodge in Springfield, PA
- Little chance to party on trips (except in Ann Arbor)
- Constant feeling that there's something wrong with not knowing the plot of Arrowsmith, or whether a kaon is a meson or a lepton
- Incessant repetition of the phrase "worst question ever"
- Oh yes, and we have to write questions sometimes. But it's not hard.

pittq.bowl@yahoo.com
or (412) MUPPETS